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The findings presented in this study are based 
on a comprehensive review of survey results 
gathered from over 475 Citi Treasury Diagnostics 
participants. The respondents come from 
organizations representing a diverse range of sizes, 
industries, and geographies. Participant companies 
varied in turnover size — ranging from less than 
2 billion USD to greater than 25 billion USD — and 
represented all sectors of the economy and all 
regions across the globe.

CITI TREASURY DIAGNOSTICS

2
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Citi Treasury Diagnostics Measures Company’s Performance Relative to Peers in Six Critical Treasury Operations Areas

Citi Treasury Diagnostics is an award-winning benchmarking 
tool designed to help companies assess the effectiveness 
of their treasury, working capital, and risk management 
practices against industry peers and best-in-class companies. 
It equips treasury departments to identify opportunities to 
deliver more value to their firms.

Policy and 
Governance

Liquidity Working Capital Subsidiary Funding 
and Repatriation

Winner  
Innovative Product

Winner  
Model Bank Award

Silver Winner  
Solution of the Year

Risk Management Systems and 
Technology
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INTRODUCTION

As we emerge from the global pandemic, many 
corporate treasuries have established greater resilience 
across their operation with many now commencing the 
journey away from the manual processes of the past to 
adopting new techniques and digital solutions to make 
ready for the future. Given the increased pace of change 
in the world — and its interconnectedness — balancing the 
aspirations of Treasury with better utilization of data and 
data insights while addressing broken risk management 
fundamentals, there is much to consider. 

For some, future proofing treasury through Intelligent 
automation - initially based on rules and then extending to 
algorithmic techniques to augment human decision making. 
For most, addressing the basic building blocks of data, 
process and people to best measure and manage objectives.

In this study, we review the treasury policies and practices 
for over 475 corporate treasury practitioners captured 
through the Citi Treasury Diagnostic with respondents 
from organizations representing a diverse range of sizes, 
industries and geographies. 

We present our findings in 3 sections.

• Operational and Risk Management Observations and 
Insights

• Data, Technology and Digital Aspirations of Treasury

• Emerging Playbooks for Treasury

5



The advent of new digital technologies and the evolution of financial services has prompted corporate treasury to rethink the 
techniques deployed to manage risk and how, with treasury’s broad access to company data, it may best utilize emerging solutions to 
offer business insights. Effective treasury policies, delivered through processes and procedures, managed through key performance 
indicators is arguably the foundation for achieving financial risk management objectives and a best-in-class treasury function.

While Treasury objectives remain constant and digital opportunities 
exist in how those objectives may be delivered, for most treasuries, 
fundamentals need to be addressed to lay the foundation (and data 
layer) for realization of future aspirations.

Digitalization opportunities exist but for many companies, the 
prerequisite is to address legacy infrastructure challenges, 
disconnected processes and fractured data-sets.

Policy/Process disconnects exist. For example, 84% of those surveyed 
have either a formal policy in place or require formal loan agreements 
executed by policy. However, only 52% always link the funding requests with 
the financial plan forecast.

KEY FINDINGS AND INSIGHTS

Chapter 1: Operational and Financial Risk Management Observations

6

Treasury Policies, delivered through the effective deployment of 
Treasury KPIs to measure and manage outcomes strongly correlates 
with high performing treasury teams. Companies with KPI’s in place and 
measuring/managing to those KPIs are displaying best-in-class practices 
and achieving best outcomes.

Centralization of Cash and Risk remains the mantra with 63% of 
companies concentrating Cash at Global or Regional level with 80% 
of those companies concentrating on a daily basis. We also see that 
Company Size matters when setting up cash concentration structures 
and In-House Banks — As companies get bigger (revenue) they are more 
likely to have Global and Regional concentration structures in place.



While the transition to digital treasury through process automation and deployment of emerging techniques to 
utilize data and data insights is underway, challenges remain. Establishing Data Veracity is fundamental to realizing 
opportunities and partnerships are increasing in importance.

Corporate treasury for many traditional companies remains burdened 
with legacy fractured infrastructural and data challenges causing a drag 
to adoption of innovative techniques. 

Opportunities are emerging through automation of routine repetitive 
tasks and while data challenges exist there are aspirations for the 
more mature/sophisticated treasuries to transition to predictive and 
decision support tools.

Many corporate treasuries consider cost and integration of new 
technologies within existing platforms as a barrier to their treasury 
transformation. 

KEY FINDINGS AND INSIGHTS (cont.)

Chapter 2: Data, Technology and Digital Aspirations

7

Low levels of automation and connectivity with Bank Systems currently 
exists. Despite 68% having TMS in place, only one-third of companies 
(36%) have fully automated interface between their Treasury System 
and ERP/GL and only 21% have their TMS fully integrated with Bank 
Systems. While 90% of companies with revenues greater than 25bn 
USD have deployed Treasury Management Systems, 62% of those 
under 2bn USD in size have not. 

The threat of Cyber attack is now well recognized at C-suite with 98% 
of companies stating that Cybersecurity is a key concern at Board or 
C-suite Level. However, 60% are either unclear or don’t have a risk-
based assessment process in place.
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There is broad client interest in “all things digital” in treasury and finance, including automation, emerging technologies, and data-
led insights. However, as this study will show, we should not lose sight that many companies still need to progress fundamentals in 
Treasury and their broader Finance organization. Depending on factors such as treasury maturity, legacy infrastructure, appetite 
to automate and aspirations for the role in which treasury will play, new playbooks for treasury are emerging.

We introduce the Citi Digital Treasury Index for companies based on 
our Citi Treasury Diagnostics responses to provide tangible guidance 
to help clients in their journey to digitalization. Offering playbooks 
for treasury, dependant on current treasury maturity level and future 
digital aspirations.

• Playbook One: Best Practices Treasury: Strengthening Fundamentals.  
At many companies, shoring up fundamentals remains the core focus 
for Treasury — advancing the centralization journey, becoming more 
effective at managing cash and risk, and extracting operational and 
financial efficiency. 

—  Moving from people-dependent processes and dispersed 
accountability to centralized remit, process-based function, and core 
automation deployed.

KEY FINDINGS AND INSIGHTS (cont.)

Chapter 3: Emerging Playbooks for Treasury

• Playbook Two: Digitalizing Treasury: Advancing Data & Digitalization.  
Companies that are advancing the data and digitalization journey tend to 
be those that have already meaningfully progressed on fundamentals, as 
that helps provide opportunity, internal credibility, and funding.

—  Building data and talent core, further digitalizing processes, 
transitioning to utilizing data insights to augment decision-making.

• Playbook Three: Growth Enabling Treasury: Value-Added  
Business Partnership.  
Those seeking to better understand their future digital destination for 
Treasury and the transition journey; Shift in focus from measuring the 
past to deduce/infer what is most likely to happen in the future. 

—  Prediction of future outcomes enabling provision of business 
insights to support growth and creation of value.  
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476 Survey Participants representing a diverse 
range of sizes, industries and geographies across 
the period from January 2015 to December 2020

PARTICIPANT DEMOGRAPHICS

42%
AMERICAS

70%
GLOBAL

30%
REGIONAL

37%
EMEA

21%
APAC

Geographic Disbursement

Scope of Responses

10



17% 15%29%

Consumer and  
Healthcare

Energy, Power  
and Chemicals

Technology, Media  
and Telecommunications

6%

Industry Breakdown Company Size by Revenue (USD)

33%
10-25  
billion

<2  
billion

2-10  
billion

>25  
billion

Industrials, Metals  
and Mining

Others

11

36% 33% 14% 17%
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• Treasury Policy

• Risk Management Constructs

• Liquidity Management

• Forecasting Currency Exposure

• Working Capital Management

• FX Risk Management

CHAPTER 1: OPERATIONAL AND 
FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT 
OBSERVATIONS AND INSIGHTS



14 INTRODUCTION

Effective treasury policies, delivered through processes and 
procedures, managed through key performance indicators is 
arguably the foundation for achieving financial risk management 
objectives and a best-in-class treasury function. 

Digitalization opportunities through process automation and 
data driven insights exist today but, for many companies, the 
prerequisite is to address legacy infrastructural challenges, 
disconnected processes and fractured data-sets often brought 
about through acquisition and inherited technologies.

In this section we discuss:

• Treasury Risk Management Policies adopted

•  Risk Management Constructs, Liquidity Management  
and Forecasting Currency Exposure

• Working Capital Management

• FX Risk Management

Key Performance Indicator Utilization

Complete/partial use of KPI

No use of KPI

74%

26%

Areas of Treasury Performance and Opportunity

OpportunityPerformance

Policy and  
Governance

Tr
ea

su
ry

 P
ill

ar
 In

de
x

Liquidity Working  
Capital

Subsidiary 
Funding and  

Dividend 
Repatriation

Risk 
Management

Systems and  
Technology



15TREASURY POLICY: MANAGEMENT THROUGH KPI

We see correlation between those who have policies in place and 
the use of KPI to measure and manage treasury performance. 

94% of companies surveyed have treasury policies for most areas 
of responsibility with 56% policy led across all areas of their remit.

81% of those that have policy covering all areas use KPI to 
measure and monitor performance.

“ Policy review is a priority now for treasury to ensure 
alignment with the firms broader risk management 
objectives following our Covid response and to 
consider any adjustments needed for the new digital 
opportunities we are considering.” — European Treasurer

Existence of Documented Policies

For all areas under treasury’s remit

For some areas under treasury’s remit

Policies don’t exist for any areas under 
treasury’s remit

94%

6%

56%
38%

KPIs used to measure/monitor Treasury performance

Don’t use KPIs

For all areas under 
treasury’s remit

For some areas under 
treasury’s remit

Policies don’t exist 
for any areas under 
treasury’s remit

19%

29%

44%

81%

71%

56%



16 TREASURY POLICY: LEVEL OF CENTRALIZATION
Treasury Policy Review Frequency

KPIs used to measure/monitor Treasury performance

Don’t use KPIs

At least annually and during significant 
market movement or an M&A transaction

At least annually

Less frequently than once per year

68%

32%
19%

49%

Less frequently than 
once per year

At least annually and 
during significant 
market movement or 
an M&A transaction

78% 22%

73% 27%

At least annually

88% 12%

90% of companies have Centralized 
Policies with 51% also reporting 
either central and regional treasury 
execution of those policies. 49% 
of those surveyed exhibit local 
execution of policy.

77% of companies exhibiting 
Centralized Policy creation and 
either central or regional execution 
utilize KPI to measure and manage 
performance.

Only 66% of those with 
decentralized policies utilize KPI  
to manage performance.

68% now review treasury policy at 
least annually and/or during market 
movement. Those that do, correlate 
well with utilization of KPI. 

Centralization of Policies and Execution 

KPIs used to measure/monitor Treasury performance

Don’t use KPIs

Centralized policies; 
Central execution

Centralized policies; 
Regional execution

Centralized policies; 
Local execution

Decentralized policies; 
Local execution

23%

23%

24%

34%

Centralized policies; Central execution

Centralized policies; Regional execution

Centralized policies; Local execution

Decentralized policies; Local execution

10%

45%

6%

39%

90%

77%

77%

76%

66%



17TREASURY POLICY: RISK MANAGEMENT COVERAGE

81% of companies surveyed have a treasury policy that encompasses the core 
areas of market risk with FX risk at 91%.

Nearly two-thirds (64%) report projected liquidity and funding exposures at least 
on a monthly basis. 

74% of the companies assess and report its notional FX exposures with 44% 
incorporating a sensitivity analysis.

Treasuries with more complex exposures tend to quantify risk with more advanced 
tools such as value-at-risk and portfolio analysis. These quantitative modelling 
techniques and tools can help a corporate treasurer identify main drivers of risk, 
optimize hedging strategies and formulate a risk management policy.

FX risk 91%

Counterparty/ 
credit risk 89%

Liquidity risk 83%

Interest Rate Risk 81%

42%Commodity risk

Notional amounts  
of exposure 74%

Sensitivity analysis 44%

Value-at-risk  
(Individual currencies) 20%

Value-at-risk  
(Portfolio basis) 17%

8%Value-at-risk  
(Asset class)

Treasury Policy Coverage

Methodology/Reporting

Daily

11%

Monthly

53%

Quarterly

21%

Half-yearly

5%

Per request

9%

1%

Never

Frequency of reporting projected liquidity/funding exposures



18 TREASURY POLICY: SUBSIDIARY FUNDING
Funding/Repatriation Requests Linked  
with Cash Flow Forecasts

Always linked

Sometimes  
linked

No

52%

38%

10%

Subsidiary Funding Policy

Formal policy exists 
and formal loan 
agreements executed

No policy but formal 
loan agreements 
executed

No policy or formal 
loan agreements

84%

16%

76%

8%

84% have either a formal subsidiary 
funding policy in place or require 
formal loan agreements executed by 
policy. However, only 52% always link 
the funding requests with the financial 
plan forecast.

With half those surveyed permitted by 
policy to borrow locally, 90% of those 
require central approval to do so. 
91% benchmark cost of funds against 
either panel of local banks and/or 
compared to the corporate cost of 
funds from central treasury.

Benchmarking of borrowing costs  
when borrowing at local level

Yes, based on 
a panel of local 
bank process

Yes, based on 
the corporate 
cost of funds

No

49%

42%

9%

Subsidiary External Financing

Subsidiaries Permitted to Borrow Locally Approval Requirement of Subsidiaries to Borrow

Yes

No

50%50%

Subsidiary require 
approval to borrow

Subsidiary don’t require 
approval to borrow

10%

90%



19TREASURY POLICY: INTERCOMPANY LENDING

28% of companies surveyed have no 
intercompany lending process in place.

25% of companies surveyed indicate 
there is no policy but local discretion 
is allowed in borrowing currency 
selection with 60% always borrowing 
in local currency to avoid introducing 
currency exposure locally. 

In determining when a subsidiary will 
borrow intercompany as opposed to a 
local third-party bank, multiple factors 
are considered.

Policy Governing Intercompany Lending Activities

Yes

No

72%

28%

Policy Governing the Borrowing  
Currency of Subsidiaries

75%

Yes, always in parent 
functional currency

Yes, always in local 
functional currency

No, local discretion 
allowed60%

15%
25%

Factors Determining When a Subsidiary Will Borrow Intercompany as Opposed to a Local Third-Party Bank

74%
65% 63% 60%

44%

24%

6%

Cost of local financing 
vs. cost of global 

financing

Tax  
considerations

Availability of local 
currency financing

Local regulations (e.g. thin 
capitalization etc.) that 

drive a local benefit

Mitigation of  
cross-currency risk

Mobilizing incremental credit 
capacity beyond group/
parent credit capacity

Other



20 RISK MANAGEMENT CONSTRUCTS: I/C SETTLEMENT NETTING CENTRE
Revenue Demographics for Netting Clients

40%

60%

41%

59%

63%

37%

Netting No Netting

Less than  
$2 billion

$2 — 10  
billion

$10 — 25  
billion

Greater than 
$25 billion

56%

44%

Netting

No Netting

Daily

Weekly
Twice Monthly

Monthly

Quarterly

Less than quarterly

Netting Structure

Netting Frequency

93%

Netting 79% 21%

3%4%

70%

14%

5%
4%

54%
46%

KPIs used to measure/monitor Treasury performance

Don’t use KPIs

Less than half (46%) of those surveyed 
have a Netting Structure in place, those 
that do 93% have at least monthly 
process in place.

Size Matters. Companies with revenues 
of more than $10 Billion are more 
inclined to implement a Netting Structure. 

Almost 1 in 3 (32%) operate a Netting 
Centre without an integrated TMS or ERP 
module to manage the I/C net obligations.

Almost 1 in 3 (31%) have less than 50% 
of allowable entities participating.

Automated Interface

Manual Interface

No Interface

Interface with TMS/ERP

32%

22%

46%

68%

31%

More than 75%

51-74%

26-50%

Less than 25%

Flows Participation

53%

18%

13%

16%

I/C Netting Characteristics 



21RISK MANAGEMENT CONSTRUCTS: IN-HOUSE BANK 

Less than half (43%) of those companies surveyed have deployed an IHB.  
79% of those that have an IHB, utilize KPI to manage performance.

Majority concentrating cash and risk through an IHB entity have deployed a Single 
Global IHB (72%) with more than 50% of flows being accounted in the construct (79%).

81% of those with more than 75% allowable participation manage performance through KPI. 

As companies scale (revenue) they are more likely to have an IHB structure in 
place. 66% of those with revenues greater than $25bn have an IHB in place.

Revenue Demographics for IHB Clients IHB No IHB

76% 57% 45% 34%

IHB

No IHB

In-House Bank Construct

57%
43%

KPIs used to measure/monitor Treasury performance Don’t use KPIs

Single Global  
In-House 
Bank

79% 21%IHB 79% 21%
Virtual/ledger 
accounts in 
TMS/ERP

84% 16%

Single Global In-House Bank

Multiple Regional In-House Banks

IHB Type

28%

72%

Virtual/ledger accounts in TMS/ERP

Physical bank accounts per participant

Recording of Participant Positions

43%

57%

Flows Participation

9%

12%

62%17%

81% 19%More than 
75%

79%

Less than  
$2 billion

$2 — 10 billion $10 — 25 billion Greater than  
$25 billion

24%

43%
55%

66%

IHB Characteristics

More than 75%

51-74%

26-50%

Less than 25%



22 LIQUIDITY MANAGEMENT: CASH CONCENTRATION

63% of companies have cash pooling in place concentrated at Global or Regional 
level with 80% of companies concentrating cash on a daily basis.

Of those participants exhibiting such best-in-class characteristics, on average 
79% have KPIs in place to measure performance. 

83% of companies have completely or partially automated their cash 
concentration and 62% have more than 75% participation where allowable.

Similar to observations made for IHB adoption, as companies scale (revenue) they 
are more likely to have Cash Concentration structure in place. 87% of those with 
revenues greater than $25bn concentrate cash at a global or regional level.

Less than  
$2 billion

$2 — 10 billion $10 — 25 billion Greater than  
$25 billion

Global Regional Country No concentration

Revenue Demographics for Cash Concentration Clients

23%

20%

18%

39%

24%

29%

36%

11%
15%

50%

29%

6%
8%
20%

67%

5%

KPIs used to measure/monitor Treasury performance Don’t use KPIs

Global

Regional

Country

No concentration

Cash Concentration Level

79% 21%Global

19%

18%

25%

38%

63% 83%

Daily

Weekly

Monthly

Periodically

Concentration Frequency

77% 23%Daily

7%
4%

9%

80%

Completely Automated
Partially Automated
No Automation

Automation of Concentration

Completely 
Automated 78% 22%

17%

44%

39%

82% 18%More than 
75%

More than 75%

51-74%

26-50%

Less than 25%

Flows Participation

62%

13%

9%

16%

Cash Concentration Characteristics



23LIQUIDITY MANAGEMENT: POSITION VISIBILITY

77% of companies report more than 75% daily visibility of their 
Cash position. 78% of those with this level of visibility have KPIs 
in place to measure Treasury performance. 

Despite the availability now for auto-matching technologies, 
only 42% of survey participants report greater than 75% auto 
reconciliation levels. 

82% report more than 75% visibility of their short-term investments.

“ Budget still remains a constraint for us and has 
become more of a restriction as we are looking 
to maintain profitability. Carefully reviewing 
CapEx, we have postponed certain projects that 
were initially planned. Team is aware that the 
focus now needs to be on cash flow forecasting.”  
— North American Treasurer; Multinational Industrials Manufacturer and Distributor

Cash Visibility

More than 75%

51-74%

26-50%

Less than 25%

More than 75%

51-74%

26-50%

Less than 25%

More than 75%

51-74%

26-50%

Less than 25%

78% 22%More than 
75%

7%
4%

77%

12%

79% 21%More than 
75%

Auto-Reconciliation

37%
42%

12%
9%

Short-Term Investments Visibility

74% 26%More than 
75%

10%
3%

82%

5%

KPIs used to measure/monitor Treasury performance Don’t use KPIs



24 FORECASTING CURRENCY EXPOSURE: METHODOLOGY
Use of Cash Forecasting

Yes

No

10%

90%

With 90% of companies forecasting cash, it is now a core component 
of a robust treasury operation, providing visibility into future 
aggregate cash positions across currencies; invaluable to helping 
companies identify natural offsets and opportunities for internal 
hedging. Successful algorithmic forecasting techniques can yield 
significant reductions in interest expense through better identification 
and utilisation of surplus cash held across organisations. 

Despite the availability of advanced cash forecasting technologies 
coming on stream, over 80% report that manual input remains 
part of their forecasting methodology with only 34% utilising 
statistical analysis over past patterns to predict forward. 

Forecasting Methodology

Manual  
Input

Forecast  
of collections

Forecast  
of payables

Automated  
from TMS/ERP

Statistical 
analysis of  

past patterns

Other

81%

44%
38% 34% 34%

14%

“ Covid-19 had raised our awareness for the need 
to tackle forecasting error. Its source stems both 
from our business model but also operational and 
reporting short-comings across the organization.”  
— European Treasury Manager 



25FORECASTING CURRENCY EXPOSURE: VARIANCE MEASUREMENT

75% of companies measure forecast variance down to the Business 
Unit/Legal Entity level. Almost 80% of those that do so, have KPI in 
place to measure performance.

Of the 8% that attempt to measure forecast variance down to the 
bank account level, 67% do not use KPI. 

93% declare an average forecast variance of less than 25% with 
42% reporting greater than 90% accuracy in their forecasting. 

44% of companies have a forecasting horizon of more than 6 months.

Measuring Forecast Variance (at lowest level)

Business Unit/Legal Entity

Currency

Bank Account

KPIs used to measure/monitor Treasury performance

Don’t use KPIs

Bank Account

Currency

21%

22%

67%

Business Unit/
Legal Entity

8%

75%

17% 79%

78%

33%

“ We have mobilized a project to support more effective cashflow forecasting. This will allow us to better predict 
funding requirements and ultimately automate FX and investments trading based on prescriptive analytics.”  
— European multinational consumer goods company

Average Variance vs. Actual

42%
51%

93%

7%

0% — 10% End of Day  
(1 Day)

10% — 25% End of Week  
(5/7 Days)

End of Quarter  
(3 Months)

25% — 50% End of Month  
(30 Days)

6 to 12 Months

6%

Cash Forecasting Horizon

9%

22% 19%

44%

Forecasting Horizons and Average Variance
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While the role of treasury differs by company, more than 80% of treasuries are involved in 
working capital management to some extent. 31% are held directly responsible requiring full 
visibility over their commercial business and supply chain dynamics. Only 19% reported that 
they were not directly involved. 

All companies that reported the use of supplier financing exhibited higher average DPO with 
consumer and healthcare business showing the biggest gains.

WORKING CAPITAL MANAGEMENT: FINANCING PROGRAMS

Held directly 
responsible and or 
significant oversight

Ad hoc advisory capacity

Not directly involved

Treasury’s Role in Working Capital Management

19%
31%

50%
81%

Working Capital Financing: Driving the Benefits

36% 36%
33%

18%
16%

Sales of  
Receivables

Supplier  
Financing

Dynamic 
Discounting

Commercial 
Cards

Distributor/ 
Customer 
Financing

Use of Working Capital Optimization Programs
Companies That Adopt Supplier Finance  
Exhibit Higher Average DPO

Measures Used to Evaluate Working  
Capital Improvement Approaches

DPO of respondents that use Supplier Finance

DPO of respondents that do not use Supplier Finance

Consumer  
and Healthcare 73%

96%

Energy, Power  
and Chemicals 52%

61%

Technology,  
Media and 
Telecommunications 53%

66%

Industrials, Metals  
and Mining 44%

58%

Weighted average 
cost of capital (WACC) 41%

Marginal cost of  
short term funds 41%

Cost of long  
term debt 35%

Internal  
hurdle rate 19%

Other (cash cycle/
leverage ratio) 9%

Minimize cost  
of goods (COGS) 7%



27FX RISK MANAGEMENT: OBJECTIVES
Risk Management Objectives

62%

To reduce risk to both cash flows 
and earnings

To reduce risk to translated FX 
earnings in consolidation

To reduce risk to transactional  
cash flows

10%

38%

52%

Types of Risks Hedged

55%

Forecasted FX-
denominated exposures

Earnings translation

64%

23%

12%

Net monetary  
FX-denominated assets 

and liabilities

Contingent risks,  
including bid-to-award 

risks or M&A

13%

Net investment  
in foreign operations

“ We acknowledge that FX has a significant impact 
on our global earnings and KPI’s but do not hedge. 
A policy review is scheduled for this year.”  
— European Treasurer

While 62% of companies reported 
reducing earnings volatility as a key 
risk management  objective, the 
number of companies that actually 
directly hedge earnings translation 
exposures is quite low (12%). 



28 FX RISK MANAGEMENT: ASSESSMENT 

Centralized decision 
making and execution

Decentralized decision 
making and execution

Decentralized decision 
making; centralized 
execution

Centralization of Risk Management

78%

Daily QuarterlyWeekly Per RequestMonthly

Assessment of FX Risk Frequency

Yes

No

8%

92%

79%

10%

11%

92% of companies surveyed reported assessing FX risk, of which 
78% indicated doing so at least on a monthly basis. 

Over three-quarters (79%) of respondents indicated that FX risk 
decision-making and execution is centralized.

29%

12%
15%

7%

37%
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Frequency at which Hedging Performance is Analysed

Daily Quarterly Per RequestWeekly Half-Yearly NeverMonthly Annually

72%

FX RISK MANAGEMENT: TRANSACTION RISK

4% 6%

47%

15%

2% 4%

11% 11%

Rolling hedging

Layered hedging

Static hedging

Opportunistic hedging

Approach to Hedging Forecasted Exposures

33%

16%

24%

27%

All companies surveyed (100%) follow a rolling, static, layered, 
or opportunistic approach to hedging forecasted exposures. 
While there are clear benefits for reducing period-over–
period volatility from extending hedge tenor, the short-term 
hedges revealed by responses may be indicative of continued 
challenges around forecast error.

More than 70% of the companies surveyed conduct a FX hedging 
performance analysis at least on a quarterly basis.

“ We have for many years applied 
the layered hedging program as 
the main objective of our cash 
flow hedging program is smooth 
period-over-period volatility.”  
— European Treasurer 



30  FX RISK MANAGEMENT: REGIONAL VARIATIONS IN HEDGING 

Layered Hedging

NAM

NAM

NAM

NAM

39%

15%

30%

16%

APAC

APAC

APAC

APAC

23%

17%

27%

33%

EMEA

EMEA

EMEA

EMEA

24%

12%

41%

23%

LATAM

LATAM

LATAM

LATAM

7%

38%

21%

34%

Opportunistic Hedging

Rolling Hedging

Static Hedging

The majority of companies in both NAM (69%) and EMEA (65%) follow either a rolling or layered hedging approach while APAC is slightly less (50%). 

In LATAM opportunistic and static strategies (72%) are more prevalent perhaps highlighting regional differences in hedge objectives.



31FX RISK MANAGEMENT: TRANSACTION RISK HEDGING TENOR

Proportion of Forecasted Exposures Hedged 

Hedge less than 25% Hedge 26-50% Hedge 51-74% Hedge this tenorHedge more than 75%

0-3 months

79%
74% 70%

45%

26%
17%

49%

13%
7%10%

3-6 months

30%

18%
12%14%

6-12 months 12-24 months

10%6%
12%

17%

24-36 months

6%
2%3%

15%

Greater than 36 months

6%
1%2%

8%

19%16%18%17%

35% 35%

70% of those surveyed hedge out to 1-year, whereas only 45% extend the tenor up to two-years.

Factors often cited limiting it’s hedging tenor include: Unreliable forecasts — leading to potential hedge accounting concerns, cash flow 
settlement risk, potential credit charges (CVA — Credit valuation adjustment) and Credit line utilisation.  

Only 17% hedge longer than 3 years. The hedging ratio is often based on industry specific risk management practices rather than economic, 
accounting or system related considerations.

Three-quarters hedge out to 6-months with a higher percentage hedged in the shorter tenors 0-3 months. The majority hedging more than  
75% of their exposures. 

Only 35% surveyed hedge more than half of its exposures between 6-12 months. The same percentage (35%) hedge less than 50%.



32 FX RISK MANAGEMENT: INSTRUMENTS 

Reasons for Choosing an FX Option Strategy

24%

To protect  
budget rates

14%

To express a  
market view

To improve hedge  
performance for  
high cost of carry 

currencies

23%

37%

Options are in  
policy, but not 

presently in use

14%

To hedge exposures 
with no offsetting 

cash flow (e.g. a net 
investment exposure)

To hedge  
uncertain  
exposures

43%

“ Options continue to be an important part of our risk 
management tool-kit. Although FX volatility has fallen 
back to relatively low levels, the benefit of options 
was evident as volatility surged in 2020.”  
— European Treasury Manager

Per corporate risk management policies, spot, forwards, and 
swaps remain the most commonly permitted financial instruments. 

43% of survey participants reported option-based strategies as 
being permissible with 43% citing exposure uncertainty as the 
primary reason for their use.

Policy-Permitted Financial Instruments

Forwards 81%

FX Options  
— Premium Payable 42%

FX Options  
— Zero Cost 43%

Spot 87%

None of  
the above 5%
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21% of companies reported hedging 100% of net monetary  
FX-denominated assets and liabilities with an additional 29%  
of companies hedging at least 25%. 

Apart from costs, another commonly cited reason for hedging less 
than 100% of existing FX-denominated assets and liabilities was 
the difficulty in accurately tracking exposures.

FX RISK MANAGEMENT: TRANSLATION RISK 

Percentage of Net Monetary FX-Denominated Assets and Liabilities Hedged

29%0-25%

75-99%

7%

14%

29%

79%

21%

25-50%

100% of net FX 
asset/liability  
position at all times

50-75%

Reasons for Hedging Less Than 100% of Existing  
FX-Denominated Assets and Liabilities

40%

Do not have the 
information needed  
to track exposures 

accurately

Other

27%

40% 40%

Some exposures  
are small

Hedging cost  
is too high



34 FX RISK MANAGEMENT: NET INVESTMENT HEDGING 

Types of Risks Hedged

Objectives for Hedging Net Investment in Foreign Operations

55%

63%

FX-denominated receivables/payables 
(including investments/debt)

To protect against  
major devaluations  

in currencies

Earnings translation

Net investments  
hedged where the  
carry (the spot to 

forward differential)  
is favorable

64%

36%
50%

23%

25% 23%

12%

22% 16%

Forecasted FX-denominated  
exposures

FX-denominated debt 
issued in order to fund a 
capital contribution to a 

subsidiary and designating 
the FX liability as a net 
investment hedge as a 

convenient way to avoid 
P&L volatility

Contingent risks, including  
bid-to-award risks or M&A

Investors care  
about the value of  
our investments as 

translated to  
reporting currency

To protect the  
value of regulatory 
capital in foreign 

subsidiaries

Investment will  
be sold at some  

time in the future

To protect against 
negative debt  

covenants tied to  
net equity value

13%

14%

Net investment in  
foreign operations

To protect the value  
of a forecasted 
intercompany  

dividend payment

23% of survey respondents reported hedging net investment in foreign operations. 

Protecting against currency devaluation (63%) and designating FX debt as a net investment hedge to mitigate P&L volatility (50%) were cited  
as the two primary reasons.

34



35FX RISK MANAGEMENT: BUDGET RATES 

Approach to Determining FX Budget Rates

Bank forecasts Point in timeAverage forward rate Internally negotiated  
FX rate

Don’t have  
a budget rate

Based on rate of current 
hedged positions

Spot at the time

Impacts significantly; budget FX rate 
causes delays or accelerates hedging 
decisions and impacts instruments used

Impacts somewhat; budget FX rate is taken 
into account but is not a main driver on how 
exposures are managed

No Impact

46%

Impact of FX Budget Rate on Hedging Decisions

10%

36%
54%

Nearly half (46%) of companies surveyed reported that FX 
budget rates impact risk management decision-making. 

In determining FX budget rates, multiple data points are 
utilized, with bank-provided rates (31%) being the most popular. 
Only 5% reported not having a budget rate objective.

31%

23%
21%

16%
14%

5%

10%



36 FX RISK MANAGEMENT: EMERGING MARKET RISK

Percent of Respondents with Exposures  
to Currencies outside G10 Currencies

79%

Emerging Market Currency Risk Management Challenges

Hedging costs/
negative forward 

points

Limited hedging  
instrument 
selection

Settlement  
risk

Lack of  
liquidity

Basis risk between  
the onshore and 

offshore NDF 
(Non-Deliverable 
Forward) markets

All of the  
above

Meeting local 
regulatory 

approvals and 
requirements

57%
48%

39%

15%19%21%
11%

Hedging Approach to Managing Emerging Market Currencies

50%

All currencies are  
hedged the same

G-10 BS exposures 
hedged; EM hedged very 

selectively/not at all

17% 16%
11%

Forecasted EM risks 
hedged but for shorter 

tenors than G-10

More options used for EM 
risks to avoid negative 

forward points

6%

G-10 currencies are 
hedged; EM currency risks 

are not

While 79% of respondents reported having exposures to currencies outside the G-10, two-thirds (66%) report either hedging EM and G10 
exposures the same, or essentially not hedging EM at all. 

Costs, market liquidity, and local regulatory considerations were cited as the primary challenges when managing EM currency risk.

“ We recognize the repricing of risk 
in many EM markets, particularly 
lower yields and volatility, presents 
an opportunity to review our EM 
hedging strategy.”  
— North America Treasury Manager
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• Treasury Technology Fundamentals

• Digital Treasury Transformation

• Cyber Threat Response

CHAPTER 2: DATA, TECHNOLOGY 
AND DIGITAL ASPIRATIONS OF 
TREASURY



40 INTRODUCTION

While the transition to digital treasury through process automation and deployment of emerging 
techniques to utilize data and data insights is underway, challenges remain.

• Shoring up the Fundamentals remain a core focus for treasury; Opportunities exist to attain 
efficiencies and effectiveness.

• Corporates almost universally have fractured Treasury infrastructure.

• Low levels of automation and connectivity currently exists between client TMS/ERP  
and Bank Systems. 

• Heightened C-suite focus on improving working capital utilization, liquidity planning, and  
FX risk management. However manual processes abound across Finance and Treasury teams  
and are ineffective.

• Establishing Data Veracity is the prerequisite first step to the digitalization of treasury;  
i.e., the transition from people based processing to automation utilizing data insights to inform 
best next action.

In this section we discuss:

• Utilization and deployment of proven treasury technologies.

• Aspirations for digital treasury. 

• Treasury response to the increasing cyber threat associated with enhanced connectivity 
and digital techniques. 



41TECHNOLOGY FUNDAMENTALS: USAGE OF TREASURY PLATFORMS

62% 24% 14% 10%

Despite 68% of respondents reporting using a TMS/ERP treasury module, more than half report that their enabling technology does not support 
financial risk management or cash forecasting.

19% of those surveyed do not have an ERP. 

Only 36% report TMS accessed from all locations.

Size Matters: While 90% of companies with revenues greater than 25bn USD have deployed Treasury Management Systems, 62% of those under 2bn in size have not. 

TMS Usage ERP Consolidation System Access

TMS

No TMS

Single Instance ERP

Multiple ERP System

GL at Business Unit

Accessed by all 
locations

Accessed by central 
corporate treasury  
and main RTC

Accessed by central 
corporate treasury only

19%

81%

31%

68%

48%
36%

32%

33%

33%

Processes Supported by TMS or ERP Treasury Module

84%

Cash 
operations/

liquidity 
management

Short term 
borrowing/ 
financing

Cash 
forecasting/

planning

Bank 
relationship 

management

76% 71%
56%62%

70%

Treasury  
controls  

and 
accounting

Investing Supplier  
payments

Financial  
risk 

management

Trade/bank 
guarantee  
issuance

31%35%
49%

20%

Intercompany 
loan admin/ 

in-house  
banking

Treasury Management System Usage by Company Size

TMS No TMS

Less than  
$2 billion

$2 — 10  
billion

$10 — 25  
billion

Greater than 
$25 billion

38%

76%
86% 90%

41
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TMS/ERP Integration with Bank Systems

Fully Integrated

Partially Integrated

No Integration

79%
59%

21%20%

Treasury System Interface with ERP/GL

Fully Automated 
Interface

Partially Automated 
Interface

No Interface

18%

64%

36%

46%

Usage of E-Banking Platforms

Very limited use of 
e-banking platforms

Few platforms 
deployed globally

Multiple platforms  
at each location

49%

14%

37%

TECHNOLOGY FUNDAMENTALS: CONSOLIDATION & INTEGRATION

A continued area of concern has been the inability of some 
companies to effectively integrate their technology ecosystem.

64% report that their TMS is either not integrated or only partially 
integrated with their ERP, a likely root cause for the significant use 
of manual processes to support cash flow forecasting.

79% report that they don’t have a fully integrated TMS/ERP 
platform with their Banks, again driving the need for manual 
reconciliations.

On the plus side, less than half now (49%) report multiple 
E-Banking platforms at each location which would indicate  
a shift to Bank data transmission.

“ The challenge for us is that our multiyear roadmap is 
totally dependent on rationalisation of ERP and data 
strategy so interested to see how we can accelerate 
and not wait 2 or 3 years. Looking for solutions that 
can deal with multiple GL formats to aggregate the 
information together.” — European Treasury, Multinational Distributor
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“ We have mobilized a project to support more effective cashflow forecasting. This will allow us to better predict 
funding requirements and ultimately automate FX and investments based on prescriptive analytics.”  
— European multinational consumer goods company

DIGITAL TREASURY TRANSFORMATION: PRIORITY FOCUS FOR MANY... 

Aspirations are shifting from Descriptive Analytics (looking back, 
reporting what has happened) to seeking a more forward looking  
set of insights to better inform what actions to take to manage 
treasury objectives. 

57% of respondents are looking at transformative opportunities 
across both core business and Treasury function (vs. 49% in 2018).

18% are looking at transformative business opportunities that 
could impact treasury (vs. 8% in 2018).

Only 3% are not considering digital initiatives (vs. 13% in 2018).

Formal Digital Strategy/ 
Policy in Place Dedicated Digital Officer in Place

53% 42%

Priority Now, looking at transformative opportunities Focus on Digital Themes and Emerging Technologies

2018 20182021 CTD 2021 CTD

Looking at 
opportunities to 
transform Treasury 39%

38%

Looking at transformative 
business opportunities 
that could impact Treasury 18%

8%

Both
43%

54%
Waiting to see further 

developments in this space
Not considering  
at the moment

Keeping abreast of key topics  
but not in active planning

Priority Now, looking at 
transformative opportunities

49%
57%

21% 23%
17% 17% 13%

3%



44 ...COMPANIES ARE MOBILIZING ON OPPORTUNITIES  

Driving Efficiency within Treasury and augmenting decision making 
are the top two expectations for investing in emerging technologies. 

Biggest area of opportunity reported remains in the provision  
of data analytics and insights through ML/AI.

Utilization of faster payments has become second biggest area  
of focus, switching places with Robotic Process Automation.

Expectation in Investing in Digital/Emerging Technologies

Efficiency within  
Treasury

2018 ranking

74%

Decision  
Making 70%

Supporting 
transformational 
change in the business

63%

Supporting 
transformational 
change in Treasury

60%

Governance  
and oversight 53%

Not considering  
investment in digital 6%

3

4

2

1

5

6

2018 ranking — Technologies under pursue

53 2 4 – –1

Areas of Emerging Technologies — Opportunities and Projects Underway Biggest Area of Opportunity Areas currently being pursued within Treasury

RPA — Robotic Process Automation      API — Application Programming Interface      AI - Artificial Intelligence      ML — Machine Learning

Faster/Instant  
Payments 

Data Analytics and Insights 
(AI/ML)

API Digital  
Currency

RPA/Robotics Distributed Ledger 
Technology

Other

42%44%
34%

75%

32%
41%

26%

41%

1%
13%

1%5%
15%

8%



45...BUT CHALLENGES REMAIN. PARTNERSHIPS INCREASINGLY IMPORTANT

Cost and Integration of emerging technologies within established environments remain the top 2 hurdles that need to be overcome for 
transformational change to take place. 

Organizational alignment, technical skill set of employees and resource constraints are next set of challenges. 

Combination suggests that achieving the right balance of people resources within the organisation and choosing the right balance of external 
partners are core to realizing the benefits of emerging technologies. 

Biggest Hurdles to Treasury Transformation

“ Despite the hurdles, our Covid-19 response has 
accelerated automation projects that were planned 
for the next year and indeed some that were planned 
to deliver in the next 5 years back into this year. Our 
priority is now for better data for better decision-making 
and instant data and decision-making where possible.”  
— International Treasurer, European multinational consumer goods company

Cost

2018 ranking

59%

Integration of emerging 
technologies within 
established environment

45%

Organizational  
alignment 44%

Technical skill  
set of employees 35%

Non-financial  
resource constraint 35%

Technologies  
not yet proven 20%

Administrative/ 
policy restrictions 18%

Lack of regulation 
concerning technologies 6%

2

4

5

1

3

6

7

8



46 CYBER THREAT INCREASING: CORPORATE RESPONSE
Suffered loss as a result of a fraud and/or 
security breach in the past 24 monthsSecurity incidents in the last 24 months

Business e-mail compromise 
(e.g. phishing and/or 
impersonation)

Fraud (e.g. fake invoice or 
payment details change)

Data/network/machine 
compromise (e.g. malware, 
data theft, etc.)

56%

39%

No security incidents 22%

11%

Wilful insider fraud 6%

Yes

No

Don’t know 
/not sure

Cybersecurity is a key concern at...

Board Level

CEO

CFO/Treasurer

CTO/CIO/CISO/
Chief Risk Officer

None of the 
Above

98%

9%

13%

2%

23%

19%

31%

53%

50%

Only 22% of respondents indicate 
they have not experienced a security 
incident in the last 24 months.

Despite 98% of companies stating 
that Cybersecurity is a key concern at 
Board or C-suite Level, 60% are either 
unclear or don’t have a risk-based 
assessment process in place.

20% don’t know or are not aware of a 
policy in place for secure information 
management.

43% do have a policy but believe there 
is room for improvement.

46

Use of risk-based assessment vs. Policy for secure Information Management

Yes, and it works well NoYes, but there is room  
for improvement

Don’t know/not sure

Use of risk-based assessment process to manage 3rd party business relationships, including security assessments

Policy in place for secure information management

37%

11%

43%

29%

6%

21%
14%

39%
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• Citi Digital Treasury Index

• Playbooks For Treasury

• Key Takeaways

CHAPTER 3: EMERGING 
PLAYBOOKS FOR TREASURY



50 INTRODUCTION

There is broad client interest in “all things digital” in treasury and finance, including automation, 
emerging technologies, and data-led insights. However, as this study has shown, we should not lose 
sight that many clients still need to progress fundamentals in Treasury and their broader Finance 
organization.

At many companies, shoring up fundamentals remains the core focus for Treasury — advancing 
the centralization journey, becoming more effective at managing cash and risk (the crisis exposed 
those less prepared... again), and extracting operational and financial efficiency.

• Moving from people-dependent processes and dispersed accountability to centralized remit, 
process-based function, and core automation deployed.

Companies that are advancing the data and digitalization journey tend to be those that have 
already meaningfully progressed on fundamentals, as that helps provide opportunity, internal 
credibility, and funding.

• Building data and talent core, further digitalizing processes, transitioning to utilizing data insights 
to augment decision-making.

We find that those seeking to better understand their future digital destination for Treasury and 
the transition journey require a shift in focus from measuring the past to deduce/infer what is 
most likely to happen in the future. 

• Prediction of future outcomes enabling provision of business insights to support growth and 
creation of value.



51INTRODUCTION (cont.)

In this final section we introduce 
the Citi Digital Treasury Index for 
companies based on our Citi Treasury 
Diagnostics responses to provide 
tangible guidance to help clients in 
their journey to digitalization.

Offering playbooks for treasury, 
dependant on current treasury 
maturity level and future digital 
aspirations.

• Best Practices Treasury: 
Strengthening Fundamentals

• Digitalizing Treasury: Advancing 
Data & Digitalization

• Growth Enabling Treasury: Value-
Added Business Partnership



52 UTILIZING THE CITI DIGITAL TREASURY INDEX...

The intersection of Digital Treasury Index and Treasury Diagnostics Index axes suggest relevant Playbooks for clients to progress the transition to 
Digital Treasury: from shoring up fundamentals to process-automation to data-led predictive and prescriptive insights.

Digital Treasury Index vs. Treasury Diagnostics Index

Source: Citi Treasury Diagnostics Data from Jan 2015 — Dec 2020, 476 participants
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Playbook 3:  
Seeking to enable business growth 
through data led insights. Elevating 
Treasury to become a value-add 
treasury partner.

Playbook 1:  
Seeking further process efficiencies, 
cost saves and constructs to 
optimize transactional treasury.

Playbook 2:  
Seeking to automate repetitive 
processes and move beyond 
reporting to predicting and 
augmenting human decisions.



53…TO PROVIDE MULTIPLE “PLAYBOOKS FOR TREASURY” 

New digital technologies and the evolution of financial services has prompted corporate treasury to rethink its future. The playbooks help 
companies focus strategy based on treasury maturity, legacy infrastructure, appetite to digitalize, and aspirations for role of treasury.

• Establish consistent Treasury Policies, 
Processes and KPIs to manage operational 
and risk fundamentals.

• Implement functionally centralized 
organization with remit over all Treasury 
functions performed globally.

• Centralize management of Cash and Risk 
through Treasury centralization constructs; 
deploy an In-House Bank once feasible.

• Be catalyst for organizational deployment 
of Centres of Scale (e.g. Shared Service 
Centres) for operations efficiency, control.

• Deploy common backbone infrastructure  
(e.g. TMS) across all Treasury processes; 
advance TMS/ERP external integration.

• Partner with commercial business to 
ensure deep understanding of balance 
sheet needs, where risk generation occurs.

• Establish Digital and Data Strategy for 
Treasury in context of organizational 
priorities.

• Assess Processes and Procedures for 
opportunities to digitalize. 

• Assess Data availability, timing and veracity 
to support digitalization. Assess current 
technology stack vs. future state.

• Assess Talent needs to deliver digital 
objectives.

• Use assessments to define Roadmap 
to deliver on Data and Digital Strategy, 
balancing opportunities, payoffs, and timing.

• Leverage opportunities to partner with 
Banks, Technology suppliers and emerging 
FinTechs to learn, experiment, and progress.

• Define future-state for Treasury in context 
of business strategy, organizational 
priorities, and appetite for transformation.

• Create new capacity by completing 
digitalization journey for routine Treasury 
processes.

• Leverage Data to transition from reporting 
to analytics, insights, and forecasting to 
improve decision quality.

• Experiment to establish trust in emerging 
technologies and algorithmic techniques 
for “best next action” decision-support 
recommendations and automation.

• Engage business partners, identify 
opportunities for Treasury insights to  
support growth, and deliver.

• Think Data, Think Big, Start Small.

The Best Practices Treasury 
Strengthening Fundamentals

The Digitalizing Treasury 
Advancing Data & Digitalization

The Growth Enabling Treasury  
Value-Added Business Partnership

Playbook 1 Playbook 2 Playbook 3
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54 KEY TAKEAWAYS FROM THIS STUDY

The advent of new digital technologies and the evolution of financial services has prompted corporate treasury to rethink 
the techniques deployed to manage risk and how, with treasury’s broad access to company data, it may best utilize emerging 
solutions to offer business insights. Effective treasury policies, delivered through processes and procedures, managed 
through key performance indicators is arguably the foundation for achieving financial risk management objectives and a 
best-in-class treasury function.

While the transition to digital treasury through process automation and deployment of emerging techniques to utilize data 
and data insights is underway, challenges remain. Establishing Data Veracity is fundamental to realizing opportunities and 
partnerships are increasing in importance.

Broad client interest in “all things digital” in treasury and finance, including automation, emerging technologies, and data-led 
insights. However, we should not lose sight that many companies still need to resolve Treasury fundamentals and challenges 
in their broader Finance organization. Depending on factors such as treasury maturity, legacy infrastructure, appetite to 
automate and level of aspiration for the role in which treasury will play, new playbooks for treasury are now emerging to 
achieve the next level of performance.
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This communication has been prepared by individual sales and/or trading personnel of Citigroup Inc. or its subsidiaries or affiliates (collectively Citi). In the United Kingdom: Citigroup Global 
Markets Limited (“CGML”) is authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority (together, the UK 
Regulator) and has its registered office at Citigroup Centre, Canada Square, London E14 5LB. Amongst its affiliates, (i) Citibank, N.A., London Branch is authorised and regulated by Office of 
the Comptroller of the Currency (USA), authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and subject to regulation by the Financial Conduct Authority and limited regulation by the Prudential 
Regulation Authority and has its UK establishment office at Citigroup Centre, Canada Square, London E14 5LB and (ii) Citibank Europe plc, UK Branch is authorised by the Central Bank of 
Ireland and by the Prudential Regulation Authority and subject to regulation by the Central Bank of Ireland, and limited regulation by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential 
Regulation Authority and has its UK establishment office at Citigroup Centre, Canada Square, London E14 5LB. Outside the UK: i) Citibank Europe plc (“CEP”) is Licensed by the European 
Central Bank and regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland and the European Central Bank under the Single Supervisory Mechanism and has its registered office at 1 North Wall Quay, Dublin 
1, ii) Citibank Europe plc branches located in the EEA are subject to regulation by the respective host country regulator and the Central Bank of Ireland (iii) Citigroup Global Markets Europe 
AG (“CGME”), authorised and regulated by the Bundesanstalt für Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht (BaFin) and has its registered office at Reuterweg 16, 60323 Frankfurt am Main, Germany. 
This communication is directed at persons (i) who have been or can be classified by Citi as eligible counterparties or professional clients in line with applicable rules, (ii) Persons in the United 
Kingdom, who have professional experience in matters relating to investments falling within Article 19(1) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005 and 
(iii) other persons to whom it may otherwise lawfully be communicated. No other person should act on the contents or access the products or transactions discussed in this communication. 
In particular, this communication is not intended for retail clients and Citi will not make such products or transactions available to retail clients. The information contained herein may relate 
to matters that are (i) not regulated by the UK Regulator and/or (ii) not regulated by any applicable financial services regulatory body, and not subject to protections under any relevant law 
including protection under any applicable financial services compensation scheme. 

To the extent that this communication/these materials has/have been produced in the UK by CGML or Citibank N.A. London branch, it is/they are intended for distribution solely to clients of 
Citi in jurisdictions where such distribution is permitted and the recipient shall not provide or distribute such materials to any person located in a jurisdiction where it would otherwise trigger 
a financial services licensing requirement. 

To the extent that this communication/these materials has/have been produced by CGME, it is/they are intended for distribution solely to clients of Citi in jurisdictions where such distribution 
is permitted and the recipient shall not provide or distribute such materials to any person located in a jurisdiction where it would otherwise trigger a financial services licensing requirement. 

To the extent that this communication/these materials has/have been produced by Citibank Europe plc, it is/they are intended for distribution solely to clients of Citi in jurisdictions where 
such distribution is permitted and the recipient shall not provide or distribute such materials to any person located in a jurisdiction where it would otherwise trigger a financial services 
licensing requirement 

All material contained herein, including any proposed terms and conditions, is indicative and for discussion purposes only, is subject to change without notice, is strictly confidential, may 
not be reproduced and is intended for your use only. It does not include a number of terms and conditions that will be included in any actual transaction and final terms and conditions are 
subject to further discussion and negotiation nor does it purport to identify all risks (direct or indirect). This communication is not a commitment to deal in any product, offer financing or 
enter into any transaction described herein. 
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Citi is not acting as your agent, fiduciary or investment adviser and is not managing your account. The provision of information in this communication is not based on your individual 
circumstances and should not be relied upon as an assessment of suitability for you of a particular product or transaction. It does not constitute investment advice and Citi makes no 
recommendation as to the suitability of any of the products or transactions mentioned. Even if Citi possesses information as to your objectives in relation to any transaction, series of 
transactions or trading strategy, this will not be deemed sufficient for any assessment of suitability for you of any transaction, series of transactions or trading strategy. Save in those 
jurisdictions where it is not permissible to make such a statement, we hereby inform you that this communication should not be considered as a solicitation or offer to sell or purchase 
any securities, deal in any product or enter into any transaction. You should make any trading or investment decisions in reliance on your own analysis and judgment and/or that of your 
independent advisors and not in reliance on Citi and any decision whether or not to adopt any strategy or engage in any transaction will not be Citi’s responsibility. Citi does not provide 
investment, accounting, tax, financial or legal advice; such matters as well as the suitability of a potential transaction or product or investment should be discussed with your independent 
advisors. Prior to dealing in any product or entering into any transaction, you and the senior management in your organisation should determine, without reliance on Citi, (i) the economic 
risks or merits, as well as the legal, tax and accounting characteristics and consequences of dealing with any product or entering into the transaction (ii) that you are able to assume these 
risks, (iii) that such product or transaction is appropriate for a person with your experience, investment goals, financial resources or any other relevant circumstance or consideration. 
Where you are acting as an adviser or agent, you should evaluate this communication in light of the circumstances applicable to your principal and the scope of your authority. 

The information in this communication, including any trade or strategy ideas, is provided by individual sales and/or trading personnel of Citi and not by Citi’s research department and 
therefore the directives on the independence of research, and rules prohibiting dealing ahead of dissemination, do not apply. Any view expressed in this communication may represent 
the current views and interpretations of the markets, products or events of such individual sales and/or trading personnel and may be different from other sales and/or trading personnel 
and may also differ from Citi’s published research – the views in this communication may be more short term in nature and liable to change more quickly than the views of Citi research 
department which are generally more long term. On the occasions where information provided includes extracts or summary material derived from research reports published by 
Citi’s research department, you are advised to obtain and review the original piece of research to see the research analyst’s full analysis. Any prices used herein, unless otherwise 
specified, are indicative. Although all information has been obtained from, and is based upon sources believed to be reliable, it may be incomplete or condensed and its accuracy cannot 
be guaranteed. Citi makes no representation or warranty, expressed or implied, as to the accuracy of the information, the reasonableness of any assumptions used in calculating any 
illustrative performance information or the accuracy (mathematical or otherwise) or validity of such information. Any opinions attributed to Citi constitute Citi’s judgment as of the date of 
the relevant material and are subject to change without notice. Provision of information may cease at any time without reason or notice being given. Commissions and other costs relating 
to any dealing in any products or entering into any transactions referred to in this communication may not have been taken into consideration. 

Any scenario analysis or information generated from a model is for illustrative purposes only. Where the communication contains “forward-looking” information, such information may 
include, but is not limited to, projections, forecasts or estimates of cashflows, yields or return, scenario analyses and proposed or expected portfolio composition. Any forward-looking 
information is based upon certain assumptions about future events or conditions and is intended only to illustrate hypothetical results under those assumptions (not all of which are 
specified herein or can be ascertained at this time). It does not represent actual termination or unwind prices that may be available to you or the actual performance of any products and 
neither does it present all possible outcomes or describe all factors that may affect the value of any applicable investment, product or investment. Actual events or conditions are unlikely 
to be consistent with, and may differ significantly from, those assumed. Illustrative performance results may be based on mathematical models that calculate those results by using 
inputs that are based on assumptions about a variety of future conditions and events and not all relevant events or conditions may have been considered in developing such assumptions. 
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Accordingly, actual results may vary and the variations may be substantial. The products or transactions identified in any of the illustrative calculations presented herein may therefore not 
perform as described and actual performance may differ, and may differ substantially, from those illustrated in this communication. When evaluating any forward looking information you 
should understand the assumptions used and, together with your independent advisors, consider whether they are appropriate for your purposes. You should also note that the models 
used in any analysis may be proprietary, making the results difficult or impossible for any third party to reproduce. This communication is not intended to predict any future events. Past 
performance is not indicative of future performance. 

Citi shall have no liability to the user or to third parties, for the quality, accuracy, timeliness, continued availability or completeness of any data or calculations contained and/or referred 
to in this communication nor for any special, direct, indirect, incidental or consequential loss or damage which may be sustained because of the use of the information contained and/or 
referred to in this communication or otherwise arising in connection with the information contained and/or referred to in this communication, provided that this exclusion of liability shall 
not exclude or limit any liability under any law or regulation applicable to Citi that may not be excluded or restricted. 

The transactions and any products described herein may be subject to fluctuations of their mark- to-market price or value and such fluctuations may, depending on the type of product or 
security and the financial environment, be substantial. Where a product or transaction provides for payments linked to or derived from prices or yields of, without limitation, one or more 
securities, other instruments, indices, rates, assets or foreign currencies, such provisions may result in negative fluctuations in the value of and amounts payable with respect to such product 
prior to or at redemption. You should consider the implications of such fluctuations with your independent advisers. The products or transactions referred to in this communication may be 
subject to the risk of loss of some or all of your investment, for instance (and the examples set out below are not exhaustive), as a result of fluctuations in price or value of the product or 
transaction or a lack of liquidity in the market or the risk that your counterparty or any guarantor fails to perform its obligations or, if the product or transaction is linked to the credit of one 
or more entities, any change Document Disclaimer EMEA Markets Guidelines Citi Internal © Citigroup 2021 Page 6 of 43 to the creditworthiness of the credit of any of those entities. 

Citi (whether through the individual sales and/trading personnel involved in the preparation or issuance of this communication or otherwise) may from time to time have long or short 
principal positions and/or actively trade, for its own account and those of its customers, by making markets to its clients, in products identical to or economically related to the products 
or transactions referred to in this communication. Citi may also undertake hedging transactions related to the initiation or termination of a product or transaction, that may adversely 
affect the market price, rate, index or other market factor(s) underlying the product or transaction and consequently its value. Citi may have an investment banking or other commercial 
relationship with and access to information from the issuer(s) of securities, products, or other interests underlying a product or transaction. Citi may also have potential conflicts of interest 
due to the present or future relationships between Citi and any asset underlying the product or transaction, any collateral manager, any reference obligations or any reference entity. 

Citi may submit prices, rates, estimates or values to data sources that publish indices or benchmarks which may be referenced in products or transactions discussed in this communication. 
Such submissions may have an impact on the level of the relevant index or benchmark and consequently on the value of the products or transactions. Citi will make such submissions 
without regard to your interests under a particular product or transaction. Citi has adopted policies and procedures designed to mitigate potential conflicts of interest arising from such 
submissions and our other business activities. In light of the different roles performed by Citi you should be aware of such potential conflicts of interest. Any decision to purchase any 
product or enter into any transaction referred to in this communication should be based upon the information contained in any associated offering document if one is available (including 
any risk factors or investment considerations mentioned therein) and/or the terms of any agreement. Any securities which are the subject of this communication have not been and will not 
be registered under the United States Securities Act of 1933 as amended (the Securities Act) or any United States securities law, and may not be offered or sold within the United States or 
to, or for the account or benefit of, any US person, except pursuant to an exemption from, or in a product or transaction, not subject to, the registration requirements of the Securities Act. 
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This communication is not intended for distribution to, or to be used by, any person or entity in any jurisdiction or country which distribution or use would be contrary to law or regulation. 

Unless a key information document (KID) has been prepared pursuant to the PRIIPs Regulation (Regulation (EU) 1286/2014) including as such Regulation has been on-shored into UK 
legislation and published on our designated website, no transaction or product manufactured by Citi for which such a KID is required, is to be offered, sold or otherwise made available to 
a retail investor in the EEA. 

Unless you notify us otherwise in writing, you will not, and do not intend to, “distribute” any of the transactions, products or investments that we “manufacture” or transactions, products, 
investments or services that we “distribute” (as such terms are defined pursuant to Markets in Financial Instruments Directive (recast) (Directive 2014/65/EU)) including as such Directive 
has been on-shored into UK legislation. 

Citi may offer, issue, distribute or provide other services (including, without limitation, custodial and other post-trade services) in relation to certain financial instruments. Some of these 
financial instruments may be unsecured financial instruments issued or entered into by BRRD Entities (i.e. EEA entities within the scope of Directive 2014/59/EU (the BRRD including as 
such Directive has Document Disclaimer EMEA Markets Guidelines Citi Internal © Citigroup 2021 Page 7 of 43 been on-shored into UK legislation), including EEA credit institutions, certain 
EEA investment firms and / or their EEA subsidiaries or parents) (BRRD Financial Instruments). 

In various jurisdictions (including, without limitation, the UK, EEA countries and the United States) national authorities have certain powers to manage and resolve banks, broker dealers 
and other financial institutions (including, but not limited to, Citi) when they are failing or likely to fail. There is a risk that the use, or anticipated use, of such powers, or the manner in which 
they are exercised, may materially adversely affect (i) your rights under certain types of unsecured financial instruments (including, without limitation, BRRD Financial Instruments), (ii) 
the value, volatility or liquidity of certain unsecured financial instruments (including, without limitation, BRRD Financial Instruments) that you hold and / or (iii) the ability of an institution 
(including, without limitation, a BRRD Entity) to satisfy any liabilities or obligations it has to you. You may have a right to compensation if the exercise of such powers results in less 
favourable treatment for you than the treatment that you would have received under normal insolvency proceedings. By accepting any services from Citi, you confirm that you are aware 
of these risks. Some of these risks (in particular the risks that arise under the BRRD) are set out in more detail at the link below and you are deemed to have reviewed and considered such 
risks prior to any decision to purchase any product or enter into any transaction referred to in this communication. 

Certain products mentioned in this communication may contain provisions that refer to a reference or benchmark rate which may change, cease to be published or be in customary market 
usage, become unavailable, have its use restricted and/or be calculated in a different way. As a result, those reference or benchmark rates that are the subject of such changes, may cease 
to be appropriate for the products mentioned in this communication. We encourage you to keep up to date with the latest industry developments in relation to benchmark transitioning 
and to consider its impact on your business. You should consider, and continue to keep under review, the potential impact of benchmark transitioning on any existing product you have 
with Citi, or any new product you enter into with Citi. Citi does not provide advice, or recommendations on the suitability of your product choice including with respect to any benchmark 
transitioning on any existing product you have with Citi. You should obtain professional independent advice (legal, financial or otherwise) in respect of the suitability of your products in 
light of benchmark transitioning as you consider necessary. 

This communication contains data compilations, writings and information that are confidential and proprietary to Citi and protected under copyright and other intellectual property laws, 
and may not be reproduced, distributed or otherwise transmitted by you to any other person for any purpose unless Citi’s prior written consent have been obtained. 
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Further information on Citi and its terms of business for professional clients and eligible counterparties are available at: http://icg.citi.com/icg/global_markets/uk_terms.jsp and  
http://icg.citi.com/icg/global_markets/EEA_terms.jsp. 

In any instance where distribution of this communication is subject to the rules of the US Commodity Futures Trading Commission (“CFTC”), this communication constitutes an invitation 
to consider entering into a derivatives transaction under U.S. CFTC Regulations §§ 1.71 and 23.605, where applicable, but is not a binding offer to buy/sell any financial instrument. 

IRS Circular 230 Disclosure: Citigroup Inc. and its affiliates do not provide tax or legal advice. Any discussion of tax matters in these materials (i) is not intended or written to be used, and 
cannot be used or relied upon, by you for the purpose of avoiding any tax penalties and (ii) may have been written in connection with the “promotion or marketing” of a transaction (if 
relevant) contemplated in these materials. Accordingly, you should seek advice based your particular circumstances from an independent tax advisor. 

Although CGML, CGME and CEP are affiliated with Citibank, N.A. (together with Citibank, N.A.’s subsidiaries and branches worldwide, Citibank), you should be aware that none of the 
products mentioned in this communication (unless expressly stated otherwise) are (i) insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation or any other governmental authority, or (ii) 
deposits or other obligations of, or guaranteed by, Citibank or any other insured depository institution. 

CGML’s operations are not subject to the supervision of the Israel Securities Authority. The permit granted by the Israeli Securities Authority does not constitute an opinion regarding the 
quality of the services rendered by the permit holder or the risks that such services entail. 

The provision of any “advice” and/or “intermediary services” as defined in section 1 of the Financial Advisory and Intermediary Services Act, 2002 (FAIS) and/or services that would not 
fall within the provisions of FAIS will be done by the provider of such services acting in the capacity as representative and agent of Citibank, N.A., South Africa Branch in accordance with 
Board Notice 103 of 2004, the Exemption of Banks in Respect of Certain Clients. To the extent there are any queries or concerns about the services rendered, please direct all complaints 
or concerns to citiservice.southafrica@citi.com. 

With regards to persons based in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, other than in cases of Capital Market Institutions and Exempt Persons (as defined in the laws and regulations of the Capital 
Markets Authority of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (‘CMA’)), this document constitutes a Security Advertisement (as defined in the CMA’s Securities Business Regulations) that has been 
approved and is deemed as having been distributed, by Citigroup Saudi Arabia to persons in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. Citigroup Saudi Arabia is authorized and regulated by the CMA 
pursuant license number 1718431. 

© 2021 Citigroup Global Markets Limited. Citi, Citi and Arc Design are trademarks and service marks of Citigroup Inc. or its affiliates and are used and registered throughout the world.
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